Erratum

In the special issue, “Stanisław Lem in the Twenty-First Century” (The Polish Review 68.2), an English translation of an interview with Professor Mitsuyoshi Numano conducted in Polish by Professor Elżbieta Skibińska appears. The following note of acknowledgment was inadvertently deleted during production:

The Polish Review would like to express gratitude to Warstwy publisher Irek Grin and editors Professor Stanisław Bereś and Katarzyna Batorowicz-Wołowiec for their permission to use the Polish text as a basis for this English translation. The Polish original of the interview appears in fragments in Lem: Reaktywacja. Kongres Lemologiczny, edited by Stanisław Bereś and Katarzyna Batorowicz-Wołowiec (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Warstwy, 2022).

The journal regrets the error.
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